Abstract. The identification of isolated words in speechreading environments is extremely prone to error. Much of the reason for these errors is due to the extremely impoverished nature of spoken stimuli when the only perceptual information available is visual; some estimates place the number of visually discriminable segments at just over 25% of the number discriminable in auditory-only environments. However, previous research has shown that the confusions made by lipreaders are in fact patterned with respect to the perceptual confusability of phonetic segments in visual-only environments. In addition, it is well known that other sources of information such as phonotactic, lexical, and semantic constraints can play a role in speechreading performance. The current study investigated whether the errors made by speechreaders identifying isolated English words were random or in fact patterned in way that belies the use of partial information and lexical constraints during the process of visual-only spoken word recognition.
Use of Partial Stimulus Information in Spoken Word Recognition Without Auditory Stimulation
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Multimodal speech perception has become a topic of considerable interest in the speech community (Massaro, 1998) . The pioneering findings of Sumby and Pollack (1954) and the illusory "McGurk" effect (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976) demonstrate the importance of optical information in the process of speech perception. In both of these studies, visual information about speech was shown to have a considerable effect on the identification of spoken utterances. Consequently, some researchers have argued that current theories of speech perception based solely on the auditory properties of the speech signal must necessarily be deficient (Summerfield, 1987) . At best, those theories are lacking in critical detail; at worst, they are fundamentally flawed. Determining how and why information from multiple sensory modalities is useful will not only provide explanations of perceptual illusions like the McGurk effect, but will also inform theories of speech perception in general.
In order to answer these questions, some integration and synthesis of what is known about speech perception in unimodal environments is necessary. Surprisingly, the properties of speech in auditory-only ("AO") and visual-only ("VO") environments show an extraordinary complementarity (Massaro, 1998) . For example, data on AO perceptual confusions among consonants shows that information for place of articulation is easily lost in noisy environments, while the very same information is highly salient in VO environments ( Dodd & Burnham, 1988; Miller & Nicely, 1955) . In fact, Summerfield (1987) goes so far as to assert that, "to a first approximation.. the visible distinctiveness of consonants ... is inversely related to their auditory distinctiveness" (p. 15).
Unfortunately, much more is known about speech perception in AO environments than in VO environments. The ability to perceive VO speech (often called "lip-reading" or "speechreading") has mainly been explored in the clinical audiology literature (Demorest & Bernstein, 1991; Jeffers & Barley, 1971) . Consequently, the application of this knowledge to general theories of speech perception has only recently begun. Several key concepts, however, are central to all speechreading investigations. One of the most important proposals is the concept of the "viseme". A viseme is a class of phonetic segments whose constituents are treated as equivalent or identical based on their perceptual confusability in VO settings (Fisher, 1968; Jackson, 1988 It should be emphasized, however, that the constituency of a viseme is not necessarily determined by the linguistically motivated featural descriptions implied in the preceding example. On the contrary, the precise structure of a viseme depends on the perceptual confusability of the phonetic segments themselves and the ad hoc criterion for confusability used to cluster them (Auer & Bernstein, 1997) . For example, using a strict criterion for confusability could yield 28 distinct viseme groups, each with a constituency of up to 3 phonemes. On the other hand, an extremely lax criterion might yield two viseme groups: one for consonants, and one for vowels. One cutoff was proposed by Walden, Prosek, Montgomery, Scherr and Jones (1977) who used a criterion at which at least 75% of confusions for a given segment were segments in the same viseme.
Further complicating the issue of defining the viseme is the fact that the confusability of the individual segments is affected considerably by environmental and instance-specific factors. For example, lighting, angle of viewing, and distance from a talker obviously affect the quality of the optical information provided in a VO environment and the ability of the speechreader to use that information (Auer & Bernstein, 1997; Jackson, 1988) . Similarly, the idiosyncratic speechreading abilities of the observer receiving the message play a role in visual-only intelligibility. Walden, et al. (1977) showed that training techniques significantly affected the number of confusions made by speechreaders in segmental identification. After only a few hours of training, the number of visemes (as defined above) went up and phonetic segments were more likely to be confused with the segments from within their own viseme class, rather than segments from outside their viseme class. This pattern suggests that the ability to distinguish between speech segments in VO conditions can be improved through learning.
Finally, the distinctive and idiosyncratic way in which a particular talker articulates speech also plays a large role in affecting his/her intelligibility when observed in VO environments (Lesner, 1988; Lesner & Kricos, 1981) . In their classic investigations, Lesner (1982, 1985) reported talkerspecific differences in visual intelligibility of consonants in nonsense syllables. Both the number and nature of the visemes produced showed marked variation across talkers. The visible characteristics of vowel production, too, point to variation across talkers (Montgomery & Jackson, 1983) , as do patterns of vowel confusions across talkers (Montgomery, Walden, & Prosek, 1987) . In addition, Jackson (1988) reviewed several investigations of VO speech perception and concluded that the number of visemes revealed by the various experiments was different. The specific speech segments that made up the constituencies of the visemes in each study were also different. Jackson points out, however, that the variation was not completely random; the /p, b, m/, /f, v/, and /T, D/ visemes are consistently confused with each other, regardless of the talker. Similarly, the /S, Z, tƒ S, dƒ Z/ and /w,r/ visemes are commonly grouped together. However, Jackson (1988) claims that "there is no one viseme system that accurately describes the visual characteristics of all phonemes for all talkers" (p. 103-104).
Another interesting aspect of talker variation in VO intelligibility is the finding that such variability is not simply derivative of a particular talker's AO intelligibility (Gagné, Masterson, Munhall, Bilida, & Querengesser, 1994) , although for some talkers such a relationship can be shown. Gagné, et al. (1994) showed that the ranking of the intelligibility of the various talkers in their study was not consistent across VO and AO conditions. As they point out, the patterns of articulatory movement that benefit speech intelligibility in one sensory modality may not be beneficial to the other.
All of these factors play an important role in the underlying confusability of phonetic segments in the VO environment. Auer and Bernstein (1997) suggest that generating several sets of visemes using different criterion levels can adequately model the effects of these factors. Most researchers, however, explicitly test the segmental confusability of a particular talker and analyze the resultant identification matrix using hierarchical clustering (e.g., Walden, et al., 1977) or multidimensional scaling techniques (e.g., Bernstein, Demorest, & Eberhardt, 1994) . As of yet, there is no precise model for predicting the effects of the environmental, talker-specific, and observer-related factors that affect intelligibility, independently or in conjunction.
In addition to these instance-specific attributes of the stimulus, other effects on speechreading performance arise due to the interaction of different levels of processing. Boothroyd (1988) lists topical, semantic, syntactic, lexical and phonological constraints as potential sources of information in the disambiguation of a speechread stimulus. As with auditory speech perception (Lively, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1994) , the information provided by each of these "levels" facilitates performance, acting in combination for maximum benefit (Boothroyd, 1988) . For example, Gagné, Tugby and Michaud (1991) found that embedding test items in semantically related sentences increased speechreading accuracy relative to test items embedded in unrelated sentences. Similarly, Lansing and Helgeson (1995) showed that priming a target word with a semantically associated prime word facilitated VO identification of the target. The utility of the various higher order sources of information is conditional on the availability and utility of the other higher order sources of information available (Lyxell & Rönnberg, 1989) .
Several recent investigations by Bernstein and her colleagues have revealed a complex and important role for the mental lexicon in VO spoken word recognition. Auer and Bernstein (1997) performed computational analyses on several "visually-transcribed" lexicons. For a given set of visemes, the "visualtranscription" transformation of the mental lexicon effectively collapses across phonemic distinctions that lie within a viseme class. For example, given a viseme set that contains a viseme whose constituents are [b] , [p] , and [m], the words "bob", "mom" and "pop" would all be collapsed into the same word-level equivalence class. Much like earlier investigations into the properties of the lexicon given "coarsely-coded" or broad phonetic categories (Huttenlocher & Zue, 1984) , Auer and Bernstein demonstrated that the loss of perceptual uniqueness across transformations of the lexicon using increasingly strict viseme sets is in fact patterned, and can potentially be useful during VO identification. For example, a frequency-weighted proportion of the number of unique words revealed that over half of the words in the lexicon remain distinct after transcription with a set of 12 visemes, even though this broadly-defined set of visemes reduced the number of segments by roughly 75%. In addition, for those words that do not remain unique at these lax criteria, the number of words with which they are equivalent ("expected class size") remains relatively low, with the average being around 5.1 for the 12 viseme set. Of course, these numbers are contingent on the total number of words presumed to be in the mental lexicon, but Auer and Bernstein's data show that these patterns remain qualitatively the same given different lexicon sizes. One consequence of the properties revealed by their analyses is that high frequency words tend to remain distinct from other high frequency words across these transformations. Thus, a speechreader could theoretically maximize his/her performance by simply choosing the most frequent word implicated by the visemes available in the stimulus display.
Given these findings and the importance of the mental lexicon in AO spoken word recognition (Lively, et al., 1994; Luce & Pisoni, 1998) , it is likely that continued investigations of spoken word recognition under VO conditions will provide useful insights into speechreading ability and the nature of the neural representation of spoken words in long term lexical memory.
The present investigation examined the responses of a large number of participants who were asked to speechread isolated word tokens from the Hoosier Audiovisual Multimodal Database (Lachs & Hernàndez, 1998; Sheffert, Lachs & Hernàndez, 1997) . The Hoosier Audiovisual Multimodal Database ("HAVMD") is a 3000 token collection of digitized, audiovisual movie clips of 10 talkers uttering 300 isolated words. These 300 words consist of 150 lexically "easy" words, and 150 lexically "hard" words (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) . Easy words are defined as high frequency words that reside in sparse similarity neighborhoods whose average frequency is low; hard words are defined as low frequency words that reside in dense similarity neighborhoods whose average frequency is high (Goh & Pisoni, 1998) . A word is a neighbor of a given target word if it differs from the target word by one phoneme, either substituted, inserted, or deleted. Sheffert et al. (1997) reported that the overall audiovisual speech intelligibility of the tokens was 98.57%, with a range of 74.09% to 100%. This score was based on correct identification of the stimulus word. In addition, a per-item analysis showed that most of the tokens were identified near ceiling. 99.97% of the tokens in the 3000 token database were identified across talkers with above 90% accuracy. Finally, Sheffert et al. (1997) report a main effect of lexical category. Lexically "easy" words were identified more often than lexically "hard" words. No intelligibility differences were found across talkers. AO and VO identification of the same tokens yielded similar effects of lexical status. Inter-talker differences were also observed (Lachs & Hernàndez, 1998) . However, VO intelligibility was extremely low, with an overall mean intelligibility of 14.13% correct. 90% of the tokens were identified with less than 40% accuracy.
The present analysis examined the responses to VO identification of the HAVMD tokens in greater detail, in the hope that a more in-depth analysis would provide new insights into the nature of lexical and talker effects on VO speech recognition. As shown by the studies mentioned above, requiring correct phonemic identification for accuracy measurements does not accurately reflect the performance of speechreaders. Although some phonemic contrasts remain distinctive in VO environments, many of them do not. Scoring responses in accordance with visemic criteria for perceptual equivalence, then, may reveal the availability of partial information about word identity in VO tasks and show how this information is used by speechreaders. It was expected that the errors made by speechreaders in the present identification experiment were not haphazard, but structured on the perceptual confusability of individual segments and the relationships between spoken words in the mental lexicon.
Method Subjects
Two hundred Indiana University undergraduates participated as observers either in exchange for course credit in an introductory psychology course or for payment five dollars. All subjects had normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were native English speakers, and reported no history of speech or hearing disorders at the time of testing. The subjects were all drawn from the same population of college students in Bloomington, IN.
Materials
Two Apple Macintosh Power PCs and three Macintosh clone (PowerComputing 604|150) computers, each equipped with a 17" Sony Trinitron Monitor (0.26 dot pitch) and its own video processing board were used to present the stimuli to subjects. The video processing boards were each capable of handling clips digitized at 30 frames per second (fps) with a size of 640 x 480 pixels and 24-bit resolution. The stimuli consisted of all the movies from all the talkers in the HAVMD database.
Procedure
A computer program was written to control stimulus presentation and collect responses. The custom-designed software for presentation of the digitized movies was altered so that the audio track for each movie was not presented during presentation.
Each participant was presented with a randomly ordered list of movies for identification; each list of movies consisted of all the tokens spoken by one of the 10 talkers. Stimuli were presented over the Sony Trinitron 17" monitors.
Before the presentation of the first stimulus, participants in both conditions were handed a set of typed instructions that explained the task and procedures. Listeners were informed that they would see a series of video clips in which a person would be saying an isolated, single English word. Participants were informed that each stimulus would be presented only once. After each stimulus, participants were required to identify the word by typing their response on the keyboard. They were instructed that the next stimulus would not be presented until they pressed the RETURN key. Participants were also reminded to take time to make sure that the response they typed was the response that they intended to make before entering it. Each response was then recorded and collected in a text file that contained the name of the movie, its order in the presentation, and the subject's response.
Data Analysis
All responses to all stimuli were compiled in a large textfile for further analysis. In all, there were twenty responses to each of the three thousand stimulus tokens. The responses were initially checked by hand for any obvious typos. An obvious typo was defined as a word containing one letter in a string that deviated from the target letter at that position, and whose key on a standard keyboard is adjacent to the target letter's key. Alternatively, a typo was also defined by the insertion of a letter in a response string which was within one key of any of the surrounding letters in the response string. The textfile containing the target words and the responses to those words was fed into a DECtalk DTC03 Text-to-Speech System, configured such that it could output an ASCII-based phonemic transcription of each target and response (Bernstein, Demorest, & Eberhardt, 1994) . This transcription was performed so that there was an algorithmic process for dealing with the phonemic transcription of (a) nonwords and (b) words subject to inter-talker pronunciation differences (e.g., "been", "pen", etc.). In addition, the automated procedures for the transcription process made the task of transcribing sixty thousand individual responses more tractable than if carried out by hand.
Nonwords were handled in two different ways by DECtalk. Some nonwords were evidently "pronounceable" (e.g., "gak", "sokat"), and for these nonwords, DECtalk output its best guess as to the phonemic transcription of the nonword. Other nonwords were "unpronounceable" (e.g., "sdjkb", "tnnnfhg"), and DECtalk simply output a phonemic transcription as though it were reading the individual segments in the order they occurred. The latter type of nonword responses was eliminated from any further analysis.
The output of the DECtalk transcription process was then submitted to a custom-designed scoring program that computed several measures for each target-response pair. All measures were computed over several sets of pre-defined viseme groups.
Confusability Continuum Heuristic.
Because no data on the perceptual confusability of individual segments for the talkers in the HAVMD was available, these viseme groups were taken from the sets used by Auer and Bernstein (1995) . One can assume, however, that for all talkers, segments like [f] and [v] are perceptually 'closer' to one another than [f] and [k] . Likewise, it can be assumed that there are common underlying relational patterns in the perceptual 'distances' between all speech segments. These patterns specify a perceptual confusion space in which distance is inversely related to similarity (Nosofsky, 1986) . It is assumed that some dimensions of the confusion space will necessarily collapse before others do in all VO environments. In our example, segments [f] and [v] would collapse earlier than [f] and [k] for all talkers. Individual variation, using this conception, will occur because for some talkers [f] and [v] are perceptually indistinguishable, while for others they are not. The pattern of perceptual confusability for a particular talker, then, could be described as some function of the criterion for perceptual equivalence in the underlyingly common confusion space.
We can represent this criterion as a number on some continuum. High values of the criterion represent subspaces where segments are highly distinct from one another (i.e., not many dimensions are collapsed). Low values of the criterion represent spaces where segments collapse onto one another in perceptual equivalence. Thus, scoring at the various viseme levels could represent sampling the continuum of confusability at various intervals. I will refer to this representation as the Confusability Continuum Heuristic (CCH).
CCH Sampling Points.
Because the actual phonemic confusion spaces associated with each talker in the HAVMD are not known, six viseme sets were used in scoring the target-response pairs. These viseme sets tested a range of criteria for perceptual confusability and represented different points along the Confusability Continuum. The most stringent viseme set, of course, was the full set of phonemes, where no segment was considered indistinguishable from any other. There were 46 phonemes in all. In order from strict to lax, the next viseme sets contained 28, 19, 12, and 10 visemes each. The most lax viseme set contained only two visemes: one for consonants and one for vowels. These viseme sets were taken from Auer and Bernstein (1995) and were generated using confusion data based on a different set of audiovisual materials.
For each "real" viseme set, another "random" set was created using the same number of visemes. For these "random" visemes, phonemes were assigned randomly to each viseme. These random sets were created in order to control for improvements in speechreading accuracy due simply to the relaxation of the perceptual distinctiveness criterion. Appendix A contains the detailed structure of both the real and random viseme sets used during scoring. Notice that the randomly generated "28 viseme" set lists only 20 sets. This is because the random assignment procedure generated 8 sets with no constituents. In total, 12 viseme sets (6 "real" and 6 "random") were used for all subsequent scoring procedures. Viseme translation was accomplished via a set of transcription rules similar to those used in Auer and Bernstein (1995 
Measures of Accuracy
First-order Measures. Three broad classes of accuracy measures were computed using each of the viseme sets. These measures were chosen because they represent several important ways of assessing accuracy and the use of partial stimulus information in spoken word recognition. These classes are not independent, as discussed below, but they do measure different aspects of speechreading accuracy. Twelve viseme-translated versions of both the target and the response were measured using each of the measures below. Thus, for each target-response pair, thirty-six measures of accuracy were obtained, each measuring a different aspect of performance at the various criteria for perceptual confusability. Table 1 illustrates the function of each of the dependent measure classes given four responses to the hypothetical target word "tab". The target and responses are shown using their IPA transcriptions, in order to avoid confusion. The scores shown represent scoring using the strictest, phonemic criterion. The "full" ("FL") class of measures was binary and determined whether, given a specific criterion for confusability, a response was exactly the same as the target or not. Thus, the column marked "FL score" in Table 1 shows that all responses to the visually presented target word "tab" were incorrect, unless the response itself was also the word "tab".
Of course, the criterion for an exact match changed somewhat depending on which viseme criterion was being used. So, for example, the response "bat" given for the target "mat" would receive a score of 0 using the strictest criterion, but receive a score of 1 at all those criterion levels where [b] and [m] were constituents of the same viseme. This is true for all the other classes of measures as well.
The "ordinal" ("ORD") class measured the proportion of segments in the target word that were contained in the response in the order that they occurred in the target. In order to control for responses of different lengths, all ORD scores were normalized by the length, in segments, of the response. In the column marked "ORD score" in Table 1 , the function of the ORD score is illustrated. The response "tab" receives a 1.0, since it contains all the segments found in the target, in the correct order. The response "tabby" meets these requirements as well; however, because ORD scores are divided by the length of the response, the response "tabby" receives an ORD score of 0.75. A response of "tan" receives an ORD score of 0.66, since that is the proportion of segments in the response that are contained in the target in the correct order. In contrast, the response "bat" contains all the segments found in the target; however, because they are in the wrong order, this response receives an ORD score of 0.33. Of course, responses with no segments in common with the target receive ORD scores of 0. From this example, it can easily be seen that the ORD class is a more fine-grained submeasure of the FL class.
Target-response pair ORD Ov28 oP28
bQt -mQt 0.66 1.0 1.0 bQt -mQS 0.33 0.66 0.5 Table 2 . Calculation of the transitional ORD score for the transition between phonemes and the 28 viseme level. The column marked ORD represents the ORD score calculated using the phoneme criterion. The column marked Ov28 represents the ORD score calculated using the 28 viseme criterion. The column marked Op28 represents the transitional ORD score for the phoneme to 28 viseme transition.
In an analogous way, the "segmental" (SGM) class of measures was a submeasure of the ORD class. SGM scores measured the proportion of segments in the target that were contained in the response, irrespective of the order in which they occurred. SGM scores, like ORD scores, were normalized for the length of the response. The "SGM" column of Table 1 illustrates the function of the SGM score using the same target-response pairs as above. The responses "tab", "tabby", and "tan" all receive SGM scores equivalent to their ORD scores, for the same reasons described above. The response "bat", however, is treated differently by the SGM scoring procedure and receives a score of 1.0, since it contains all, and only, the segments in the target. Unrelated targets received a SGM score of 0.
It can be seen from the relationships among the various measures that they represent another kind of criterion-relaxation along a different accuracy dimension. The FL class represents the strictest criterion, the ORD represents a somewhat more relaxed criterion, and SGM scores represents the most lax criterion. It was hoped that computing accuracy at these different levels would reveal the fine-grained structure of response patterning.
Transitional or Second-order Measures. In addition to the first-order measures of accuracy, transitional measures were also computed to detect inter-talker differences in the degree to which specific visemic criterion relaxations helped or hindered scores. The transitional measures reflected the gain in accuracy due to the relaxation of perceptual confusability criteria. For example, the transitional measure "oP28" measured the gain in ORD accuracy due to scoring with the strictest viseme set, phonemes, to the next viseme set, with 28 visemes. These gains in accuracy were normalized relative to the possible gain in accuracy across the transition in question. In general, the formula for computing the transitional measures was as follows:
where X is a particular class of first-order measure like ORD or SGM. The index "i" represents the ordinal index of the stricter viseme set involved in the transition, and "i+1" represents the next most lax viseme set. Table 3 . F statistics and associated η 2 s for the main effect of the talker variable for the FL class at the various viseme levels. *All statistics are significant with p <=0.0009. Table 2 illustrates the function of the transitional scores using the ORD scores for several hypothetical target-response pairs. Consider the pair "bat -mat" first. At the phoneme level, the ORD score for this pair is 0.66; at the next most lax viseme set, the score becomes 1.0, since [b] and [m] are considered equivalent at this level. Thus, the actual improvement across this transition was 0.33. The possible improvement across this transition is also 0.33. So, the transitionary ORD score "oP28" for this target-response pair would be 1.0. Now, consider the target-response pair "bat -mash". At the phoneme level, the ORD score for this pair is 0.33. At the 28 viseme level, the ORD score is 0.66, since [S] and [t] remain distinct using this criterion. So, the actual improvement across this transition was 0.33; however, the possible improvement was 0.66. Thus, the transitionary ORD score "oP28" for this target-response pair would be 0.5.
Results and Discussion

First-order Accuracy Measures
Full ("FL") Class. Table B .1 in Appendix B shows the average FULL accuracy associated for Easy and Hard words for each of the talkers at each of the viseme criterion levels. Inspection of the table reveals that, for all talkers, scores increase as the visemic criterion is relaxed. However, there are differences in the absolute accuracy for each talker, as well as overall differences in accuracy for Easy and Hard words. The data scored using each of the visemic criterion levels were treated as separate dependent measures in a 10 (Talker) by 2 (Easy/Hard) MANOVA. η 2 values were computed for each of the main effects and interactions in the MANOVA, to determine the relative sizes of any significant effects. An effect was considered significant if p <= 0.05. For all the measures performed using the "real" viseme sets, the main effect of talker was significant. Table 3 shows the F values and associated η 2 s for the main effect of talker at each of the viseme levels. The η 2 s increase with increased relaxation of the viseme criterion, except for the 2 viseme level, indicating that differences in the talker became more important with this relaxation. Post-hoc Tukey's HSD tests were conducted to assess these main effects. Of all the talkers at the phonemic level, M1 is the least visually intelligible, while M3 is the most visually intelligible. For all the visemic criterion levels, M1 remains the least intelligible of all the talkers, but the rankings do fluctuate according to the particular viseme level being measured. This may be due to the fact that certain viseme criterion levels more accurately model the underlying perceptual confusability of each talker's utterances. This possibility is investigated more fully below in the discussion of the second-order dependent measures.
The η 2 values for each of these F statistics, however, are extremely low, varying between less than 0.008 (phonemes) to 0.018 (10 visemes). This means that while the differences between scores across talkers are detectable, they are extremely small and do not explain a large portion of the variation in these measures. Given our discussion above concerning the plethora of factors affecting speechreading intelligibility, however, this fact is not surprising. Table 4 shows the F statistics and associated η 2 s for the main effect of Lexical Status. It is clear from the F statistics shown that there is a marked difference in the lipreading accuracy of easy vs. hard words. However, as the visemic criterion is relaxed, this difference becomes less robust, as indicated by the η 2 s. In contrast to the trend exhibited for the main effect of talker, these values start out explaining much more of the variance, but take a drastic drop between the scores for 19 and 12 visemes. Figure 1 shows the difference in accuracy between easy and hard words for each of the ten talkers at each visemic criterion level. For all talkers, the difference in accuracy between Easy and Hard words decreases, with the biggest drop occurring between 19 and 12 visemes. Strangely, the difference between Easy and Hard words reversed for M1 at the most lax criterion: Hard words identified with greater accuracy than Easy words. Aside from this unexpected finding, the data conforms to what is already known about spoken word recognition and the effects of neighborhood competition. Participants were more accurate in identifying easy words than hard words. The reason for the reduction in the difference between performance on these two kinds of words is explained more fully below in the section on lexical factors.
Not surprisingly, the lip-read intelligibility of each of the talkers increases as the visemic criterion is relaxed. The difference between the real and random FL scores of the Easy words for each talker at each of the viseme levels is shown in the top panel of Figure 2 . The same data for Hard words is shown in the bottom panel. As the visemic criterion is relaxed, the difference in "real" and "random" scores becomes bigger. This indicates that increases in accuracy across the various viseme groupings were not due to an uninteresting general relaxation of the criterion for accuracy. Instead, scores get better because they were measured using an increasingly accurate model of the underlying perceptual confusability of the segments uttered by these talkers.
Summary of First Order FL Measures.
The data reviewed above demonstrate that the errors made in speechreading identification are patterned with respect to the confusability of segments in VO environments. Relaxing the criterion for correct identification by reducing the number of visemes resulted in higher scores. Random relaxation of the criterion through the use of randomly generated viseme sets, however, did not improve scores as much. In fact, the difference between accuracy calculated using real versus random visemes increased with increased relaxation of the criterion, indicating that improvements were due to the use of a more accurate model of the perceptual confusability of the talker, and not merely due to an improvement of the odds of picking a segment that would be scored correct. Furthermore, differences among talkers became more exaggerated as the criterion was relaxed, indicating that the availability of partial information for use by speechreaders was dependent on the talker being viewed. Finally, differences in the accuracy of Easy and Hard words decreased as the visemic criterion was relaxed, indicating that lexical factors may become less important as the requirement to make fine-grained discriminations is relaxed (for more discussion on lexical factors, see below).
Ordinal ("ORD") and Segmental ("SGM") Classes. Another requirement for accuracy that can be relaxed is the proportion of the word recognized accurately. The FL class of measures only scores a response as correct when the entire word matches the entire target. However, it would be interesting to know whether VO words are speechread in an all-or-none fashion, or whether parts of the word are more clear than others. This question can be addressed by scoring responses segmentally with the ORD and SGM classes of measures.
Because the ORD and SGM scores are fairly similar in that they both measure a kind of segmental accuracy, the results using these measures are discussed together. However, it should first be pointed out that the mean difference between the ORD score and SGM score for a target-response pair was only 0.08. This difference was consistent across the various viseme criterion levels, confirming the earlier hypothesis that the SGM class represents a kind of submeasure of the ORD class. Table B .2 in Appendix B shows the average ORD accuracy for Easy and Hard words for each of the talkers at each of the viseme criterion levels. Table B .3 shows the same data using SGM scores. As with the FL scores, scores increased as the visemic criterion was relaxed for all talkers. Again, there are differences in accuracy based on the Easy/Hard variable as well. One interesting result was that, even for the least intelligible talker (M1) at the phoneme level, on average roughly one segment in each target word (ORD = 0.333) was correctly perceived. When the requirement for a response segment to be in the correct order (by switching to SGM scores) is removed, the average accuracy goes up. This indicates that for many words, more than one segment was correctly perceived, but those segments were separated by erroneous response segments, or even transposed in the response.
The data from the ORD and SGM classes were submitted to separate 10 (Talker) by 2(Easy/Hard) MANOVAs, with the measures at each viseme criterion level being submitted as separate dependent variables. η 2 values were also computed using this data.
Again, inter-talker differences were evident in this analysis as well. Table 5 shows the F statistics and associated η 2 s for the main effect of talker in the ORD and SGM analyses at the various viseme levels. For ORD scores calculated using the "real" viseme sets, the main effect of talker was significant. The same is true for the SGM scores. Post-hoc Tukey's HSD tests indicated that, at the phoneme level for both ORD and SGM scores, M1 is the least visually intelligible of all the talkers. F5 is the most intelligible talker using ORD scores at the phoneme level, and M2 is the most intelligible talker using SGM scores at the phoneme level. As with the FL scores, the talkers' ranks vary across the different viseme criterion levels; however, M1 remains the least intelligible at all viseme levels under both measures. The effect size of the talker variable (as indicated by the η 2 values) increases for both ORD and SGM scores, but drops off after the 19 viseme point. In contrast to the pattern exhibited by the FL scores, this shows that, when scoring segmentally, there is a point on the viseme criterion continuum at which differences in the talker become less relevant. Again, there seems to be something unusual about the transition between scoring with 19 visemes and scoring with 12 visemes. Further discussion of this will be included below. Differences in intelligibility due to lexical factors were also revealed in the segment-based measures. Table 6 shows the F statistics and associated η2 values for the main effect of Lexical Status (Easy/Hard) in the ORD and SGM MANOVAs at the various viseme levels. As with the FL scores, there was a decrease in the effect size with the increased relaxation of the viseme criterion. Also, the biggest drop occurs, for both classes, between the 19 and 12 viseme criterion points. In contrast to the FL class, however, there is no difference between Easy and Hard word ORD scores at the 2 viseme level. In addition, there is no difference at the 10 viseme level for the SGM scores.
Clearly, the pattern of these differences was not the same as that observed for the FL measures. Figures 3 and 4 show the difference in the average easy and hard scores for each of the talkers under each viseme set using the ORD and SGM measures of accuracy. Using the more strict viseme sets (i.e., those with more visemes), a greater proportion, on average, of each Easy word was identified correctly when compared with the average proportion of each Hard word identified correctly. The opposite is true for some talkers at the more lax viseme sets (specifically, the 10 and 2 viseme sets). That is, more of each Hard word was identified correctly than each Easy word. More on this seemingly paradoxical result will be discussed below in the section on lexical factors.
However, when averaged across talkers, no difference was observed between ORD scores for Easy and Hard words, as denoted by 95% confidence intervals around each mean. In fact, no difference was observed between Easy and Hard words (according to the confidence interval) for F1, F5, M2, and M5. For F2, F3, F4 and M4, Easy scores are higher than Hard scores. For M1 and M3, the opposite is true, with Hard scores higher than Easy scores. Thus, for only two talkers is the anomalous pattern observed. The picture is not as clear for the SGM (segmental) scores. Using the 95% confidence interval, a significant difference in accuracy was observed between Easy and Hard words, when averaged across talkers. In this case, scores for Hard words were higher than those for Easy words. In fact, the Hard words for F1, F2, M1, M3, and M5 are all identified with better SGM accuracy than Easy words. All the other talkers show no difference in accuracy between the two lexical classes. These results seem problematic because they contradict virtually all known findings about the word frequency effect. Hard words are by definition lower frequency than Easy words and should be identified with lower accuracy, regardless of the viseme set being used to evaluate performance. A fuller discussion of this phenomenon is included below in the lexical factors section.
Scores computed using the "real" viseme sets tended again to be consistently higher than their "random" equivalents. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate this point. In both figures, the difference between "real" and "random" scores is shown as a function of the viseme set size, with the data for Easy words in the top panel and the data for Hard words in the bottom panel. Figure 5 shows the ORD data, while Figure 6 shows the SGM data. The pattern is not as straightforward as it was for the FL scores, however. Although the ORD difference in accuracy between real and random tends to increase across the viseme sets, it tapers off at the 2 viseme set. For the SGM differences, there is a drop in the difference between real and random at the 2 viseme set, too. The deviation of these difference scores from the trend observed using the FL class is troublesome. One likely explanation, however, can be found in the distribution of phonemes across the two-viseme sets. For the "real" sets, phonemes are distributed unequally across the two visemes. The "consonant" viseme had 28 constituents and the "vowel" viseme had 18 constituents. However, a set of randomly distributed visemes tends to have equally distributed phonemes. Each viseme within a set tends to have the same number of constituents. As the number of visemes decreases, the tendency for each viseme to contain an equal number of constituents increases. Thus, for the 2 viseme set, this tendency is greatest. Indeed, in the random set used here, there was a more evenly distributed viseme membership than for the real 2 viseme set. The consequence of a more even distribution is that every segment in a response has close to a 50% chance of being correct. Because of this, scores must necessarily be high for these random sets. Thus, there is a kind of ceiling effect shown by the difference scores using the 2 viseme set. It is remarkable that the scores using the "real" 2 viseme set remain more accurate than the "random" one at all. This fact confirms that the improvements in accuracy due to relaxation of the visemic criterion are not due simply to chance. Instead, improvements are due to the fact that the viseme set specified by the relaxed criterion provide a more accurate model of the actual perceptual confusability of the talker. In addition, it is worthwhile to note that the differences between real and random accuracy at the different viseme levels are different for Easy and Hard words, for both the ORD and SGM classes of scores. Furthermore, the difference between real and random accuracy is increasingly larger in Hard words than it is in Easy words. This provides evidence that the decreasing difference between Easy and Hard word accuracy mentioned above is not simply due to chance. If it were, then the difference between real and random accuracy would increase at the same rate for both Easy and Hard words. A fuller discussion of the role of lexical factors in speechreading performance is included below.
Summary of First-order Measures.
Lexical factors were shown to play a role in speechreading accuracy. Lexically easy words were identified more accurately than lexically hard words. However, the difference in performance between these two classes of words decreased with increased relaxation of the visemic criterion for all talkers. This pattern is not surprising because transformations of the lexical similarity space into visemes necessarily collapse across perceptual dimensions presumed to be indistinguishable from each other when viewed in VO conditions. As a consequence, the neighborhood characteristics of a particular word change. At the two-viseme level, all CVC words are roughly segmentally equivalent, so differences in neighborhood density should become irrelevant. What is surprising is that the advantages in accuracy that are normally afforded by Easy lexical status seem to disappear when scores are calculated using this most lax criterion. In the section on lexical factors included below, one explanation for this effect is proposed.
In addition to lexical factors, it is also clear that the initial analyses have revealed a great deal of variation in the properties of the talkers and the stimulus items themselves. Most importantly, scores computed using "real" viseme sets were consistently more accurate than the scores based on "random" visemes. This means that increases in accuracy due to relaxation of the visemic criterion were not due to changes in chance-level performance. Instead, some aspect of the underlyingly common confusion space of lipread phonemes was being picked up and captured in the scores computed using the generic, empirically motivated visemes taken from Auer and Bernstein (1997) .
Inter-talker differences were also found in differing levels of accuracy across the varying measures and perceptual confusion (viseme) criteria. Several patterns in the variation, however, emerged from more detailed analyses. M1 is clearly an outlier in terms of his visual intelligibility. Under all measures and at all visemic criterion levels, he was the least intelligible of the ten talkers, displaying the lowest recognition scores. In addition, the fact that the rank ordered intelligibility of each talker varied across viseme levels implies that some viseme levels more accurately reflect the underlying structure of each particular talker's phonemic confusion space than others. If each relaxation of the visemic criterion affected the scores for each talker in the same way, then the ranks would have remained the same, regardless of the criterion. A more detailed analysis of these inter-talker differences was carried out using the transitional measures of accuracy. These transitional scores measure the amount of improvement in accuracy as a result of a relaxed visemic criterion.
Second-Order Measures of Accuracy
Transitional measures were also calculated on this data set using relaxations of the criterion in "real" and "random" viseme sets. Changes in accuracy due to relaxation of the criterion in "random" viseme sets are taken to represent the amount of improvement expected due to chance. Changes in accuracy due to relaxation of the criterion in "real" sets are taken to represent the amount of improvement due to a scoring system that more adequately captures the perceptual confusability of a particular talker's utterances. Thus, the difference between the transitionals calculated on the "real" and "random" sets for a particular relaxation represents the amount of improvement across a transition due solely to a more accurate model of the underlying perceptual confusability of a particular talker's articulations, and not to improvements that would be expected with any haphazard relaxation of the criterion for a correct score.
In all the analyses of the transitional measures reported below, these difference scores were used as the dependent measure. As with the first-order measures, the FL class of transitionals has a different interpretation from those of the ORD and SGM classes, and so will be discussed separately.
FL Class Transitionals.
Because a FL score can only have one of two possible values (1 for correct, 0 for incorrect), the second order transitional FL scores are limited to one of three possible values. If the target-response pair was incorrect at the more strict criterion involved in the transition and is correct at the more lax criterion, then the transitional score will be 1. If the target-response pair remains incorrect across the transition, then the transitional score will be 0. Transitional scores for target-response pairs that remain correct across the transition are undefined and not used during final analysis. If the target-response pair was correct at the more strict criterion, but is incorrect at the more lax criterion, then it will receive a transitional score of -1. Note that this last score is only possible when using randomly assigned visemes, since "real" visemes are subsets of one another (if a target-response pair is scored as correct using "real" visemes at one criterion, then it will be scored as correct at every more lax criterion).
These properties yield an interesting interpretation of the transitional FL scores. The average transitional FL score for a given transition is essentially the proportion of target-response pairs that become correct across the transition. However, it must be noted that gains in accuracy would be made due to the relaxation of any criterion for accuracy, and so the transitional scores computed using randomly assigned visemes are subtracted from the "real" viseme transitional scores. This yields a measure of the proportion of target-response pairs for which the transition is informative, irrespective of the gains due to chance. Now, recall that the segmental confusion patterns for a particular talker can be described as perceptual similarity spaces. These are assumed in the Confusability Continuum Heuristic to be subspaces of an underlyingly common segmental confusion space, translated with respect to the particular criterion for perceptual equivalence that describes a particular talker-speechreader interaction. The criterion is represented as a number on some continuum. High values of the criterion represent perceptual spaces in which segments are highly perceptually distinct from one another. Low values of the criterion represent perceptual spaces in which segments collapse onto one another to form perceptual equivalences. The six viseme sets used here are assumed to represent sampling this continuum at various points. Transitional scores, then, represent the gains in accuracy expected from shifting along the continuum between two sampling points. For example, if a particular transition yields a high proportion of target-response pairs that are correct, then is very likely that the criterion point that most adequately describes the talker is contained somewhere within the transition between the two sampling points. In fact, the transitional FL score for a particular transition can be said to represent the degree of support for the notion that the criterion point that describes a talker lies within that transition.
All ten talkers were ranked at each transition by the difference between their "real" and "random" FL accuracy improvement. Table 7 shows these ranks for Easy words. Table 8 shows the same data for Hard words. The "P_28" column represents the change in accuracy when the criterion is shifted from the strictest, full phoneme set to the 28 viseme set. The "28_19" column represents the change in going from 28 visemes to 19 visemes. The "19_12" column is the change in accuracy between 19 and 12 visemes. The "12_10" and "10_2" columns represent changes in accuracy across the 12 to 10 viseme set transitions and across the 10 to 2 viseme set transitions, respectively. None of the ranked scores were negative. This means that transitions computed using "real" viseme sets were higher on average than transitions computed using "random" viseme sets. Once again, we see that improvements in accuracy across these transitions were not simply due to an increased chance of being correct, but rather due to the fact that the relaxations of the criterion for being correct were conducted along dimensions that were perceptually difficult to resolve. Table 8 . The ten talkers ranked by the average difference between "real" and "random" FL accuracy improvement for Hard words at each transition. Some talkers benefited more from some transitions than others. M1 benefited the least among all the talkers from all but the most lax transition from 10 to 2 visemes, for both Easy and Hard words. In contrast, with Hard words, F5 benefited the most among all the talkers from the phoneme to 28 viseme transition, but benefitted the least from the last 10 viseme to 2 viseme transition. For both the Easy and Hard words, F1 and F3 were helped the most by the 12 to 10 viseme transition. In addition, the ranks for some talkers remained relatively constant, like M1 and M4, while the ranks for other talkers vary wildly.
Easy P_28 28_19 19_12 12_10 10_2
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Although the rank tables are easy to understand, they do not capture the full extent of talker-based differences in the transitional scores. Figures 7 and 8 show the average difference in the transitional FL scores computed using real and random viseme sets for each talker. Figure 7 shows the scores for Easy words and Figure 8 shows the data for Hard words. Each panel in each graph represents the transitional scores computed for a particular talker. Within each panel, each bar represents the difference between the transitional scores computed using "real" and "random" viseme sets for a particular transition. The "P_28" bar represents the change in accuracy in shifting the criterion from the strictest, full phoneme set to the 28 viseme set. The "28_19" bar represents the change in going from 28 visemes to 19 visemes. The "19_12" bar is the change in accuracy between 19 and 12 visemes. The "12_10" and "10_2" bars represent changes in accuracy across the 12 to 10 viseme set transitions and across the 10 to 2 viseme set transitions, respectively.
It is apparent that for all talkers a higher proportion of target-response pairs became correct at the 10 to 2 transition than for any other transition, although the precise number varied across talkers. This is true for both Easy and Hard words. However, closer inspection of the figures shows substantial variation in the degree to which each transition helped the responses for each talker. For example, for easy words ( Figure 7 ) the transitional scores computed for M1 indicate that relatively little advantage was gained across the more strict transitions (phonemes to 28 visemes, and 28 visemes to 19 visemes). However, for other talkers, stricter transitions were informative for a greater proportion of words. In addition, steady improvements in the transitional score are not always observed as the criteria are relaxed. F4, F5 and M2 are all helped more by the 19 to 12 viseme transition than the 12 to 10 viseme transition.
ORD and SGM Class Transitionals. The segmentally-based transitional scores have a different interpretation from the FL class transitionals. The ORD and SGM class transitionals represent the amount by which the transition affected accuracy for a particular target-response pair. Averages across these measures, then, will represent the average amount by which accuracy for target-response pairs changed at a particular transition. Table 9 shows the ranked difference in ORD and SGM transitional accuracy for Easy words. Table 10 shows the same data for Hard words. As before, the "P_28" column represents the change in accuracy in shifting the criterion from the strictest, full phoneme set to the 28 viseme set. The "28_19" column represents the change in going from 28 visemes to 19 visemes. The "19_12" column is the change in accuracy between 19 and 12 visemes. The "12_10" and "10_2" columns represent changes in accuracy across the 12 to 10 viseme set transitions and across the 10 to 2 viseme set transitions, respectively. None of the ranked scores were negative (i.e., transitions computed using "real" viseme sets were higher on average than transitions computed using "random" viseme sets).
As with the FL transitional scores, there is substantial variation in the talkers most aided by the various transitions. In fact, there is even less consistency for these segmentally based transitionals than there was for the FL transitional scores. Although M1 is ranked lowest or close to the lowest for many of the transitions, all the other talkers are ranked somewhat differently at each transition. F2 is ranked highest for the 19 to 12 viseme transition using both ORD and SGM scores, but is ranked at or near the lowest for the phoneme to 28 viseme transition and the 10 viseme to 2 viseme transition.
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8 6 9 3 6 10 5 9 3 5 Table 9 . The ten talkers ranked by the average difference between "real" and "random" ORD and SGM accuracy improvement for Easy words at each transition.
In order to more fully capture and represent this variation, Figure 9 shows the average difference between "real" and "random" ORD accuracy improvement for Easy words. Figure 10 shows the same differences for Hard words. Each panel in each graph represents the transitional scores computed for a particular talker. Within each panel, each bar represents the difference between the transitional scores computed using "real" and "random" viseme sets for a particular transition. The "P_28" bar represents the change in accuracy in shifting the criterion from the strictest, full phoneme set to the 28 viseme set. The "28_19" bar represents the change in going from 28 visemes to 19 visemes. The "19_12" bar is the change in accuracy between 19 and 12 visemes. The "12_10" and "10_2" bars represent changes in accuracy across the 12 to 10 viseme set transitions and across the 10 to 2 viseme set transitions, respectively.
It is evident from inspection of these figures that there are marked differences in the degree to which each transition helped or hindered the scores given for a particular talker. With the Easy words, there is no consistently more advantageous transition for all the talkers, although the transition from 28 to 19 visemes tends to provide a big boost to ORD scores. However, M1 receives the most gain in accuracy at the 12 to 10 viseme transition. Furthermore, although one might expect that large gains in accuracy would be made in going from 10 to 2 visemes, it is clear that the amount by which this relaxation improves scores varies substantially across the ten different talkers. Table 10 . The ten talkers ranked by the average difference between "real" and "random" ORD and SGM accuracy improvement for Hard words at each transition.
ORD SGM Hard P_28 28_19 19_12 12_10 10_2 P_28 28_19 19_12 12_10 10_2
When the ORD transitional scores are computed for Hard words, a different pattern emerges. For the most part, all talkers display their biggest gain in accuracy between the 12 and 10 viseme sets, however, the degree to which this transition is better than the next best transition differs across the talkers. For most of the talkers, the next best transition is the 28 to 19 viseme set. M2 diverges from this pattern, showing relatively equal gains in accuracy for the middle three transitions.
Although the ranks of the transitional SGM scores are similar to those of the ORD scores, an important difference between the ORD and SGM transitional scores does exist. With the ORD transitional data, one common pattern for both the Easy and Hard is that improvements in the "real" scores are always better than improvements in the "random" scores, as indicated by the consistently positive value of the differences graphed in Figures 9 and 10 . This is not true, however, for the transitional SGM scores graphed in Figures 11 (which shows scores for Easy words) and 12 (which shows scores for Hard words). Both figures show that "random" transitional SGM scores were better than their "real" counterparts at the final 10 viseme to 2 viseme transition, as indicated by the negative values at the "10_2" bars for all talkers. This finding most clearly illustrates the difference between the ORD and SGM classes of measures. Why should SGM scores computed using random viseme sets be better than those using "real" viseme sets, when the opposite is true for the ORD (and FL) class? Because ORD accuracy takes into account the order in which target segments occur in the response, it reveals the extent to which responses have captured the phonotactic and lexical constraints presumably available to all normal-hearing speechreaders. SGM accuracy, which ignores the order of occurrence, does not pick up on this aspect of response structure. The discrepancies between the patterns of ORD and SGM transitional scores must arise, then, because speechreaders are able to capitalize on the internal structure of words and the patterning of sound segments when making their responses based on lipreading.
Indeed, when using SGM scoring at the randomly-assigned 2 viseme level, the chances of any response segment being correct are roughly 50:50. The odds are not as good for the "real" 2 viseme set, because consonants and vowels are distributed into the 2 visemes less equally: there are more consonants than vowels. With ORD scoring at this level, the constraint of order narrows even further the chances that a particular segment will be correct. Keep in mind, however, that this does not necessarily mean that first order SGM scores will be higher for random sets than for real sets, because participants are capable of capitalizing on the robust perceptual distinction between consonants and vowels. In fact, the data reviewed above in the section on first order accuracy confirms this fact very clearly.
So, why is the difference observed for the second order transitional measures? At stricter viseme criteria, the random assignment of segments to visemes suppresses accuracy because it ignores the structure of perceptual confusability that speechreaders evidently use to constrain their guesses. Thus, on average, transitional scores will remain low. However, at the 2 viseme level, the random assignment suddenly becomes advantageous; any response strategy will be virtually indistinguishable from that of random guessing, since the probability of getting a particular segment correct will always be close to 50%. This drastic shift in the utility of the random viseme structure yields, on average, high transitional scores. No such shift, however, occurs for the scores computed using "real" visemes. The utility of the "real" perceptual confusion structure increases, by definition, gradually, because it is based on gradually relaxing criteria for perceptual equivalence. Consequently, the transitional scores using real viseme sets will tend to be lower than the transitional scores using random viseme sets, but only for the 10 to 2 transition.
Summary of Second Order Transitional Measures of Accuracy.
Overall, the data from the second order measures of accuracy show that the extent to which a particular relaxation of the viseme criterion increases accuracy is dependent on the person speaking. If we accept the Confusability Continuum Heuristic and the notion that the underlying perceptual confusion spaces associated with talkers lie along a continuum of perceptual confusability, then we can interpret the current differences as indicating that the talkers in the HAVMD can be described by a range of points along that hypothetical continuum. Future studies will be able to capitalize on this variability in order to further elucidate those characteristics that make some talkers easier to speechread than others.
The Role of Lexical Factors
Because the Easy/Hard distinction was so robust for all measures under all viseme criterion levels, further analysis of the role of lexical factors in accuracy was conducted. For each target word, the Hoosier Mental Lexicon (Nusbaum, Pisoni, & Davis, 1984) database was searched for an entry that matched in transcription. All target words were found in the HML. When it was found, the log frequency, neighborhood density, and mean log neighborhood frequency were recorded. In contrast to the Easy/Hard distinction, which assigns ordinal values to these variables, the HML data provided a ratio scale measurement of these three important lexical factors, enabling regression analyses on the various dependent measures. Stepwise multiple regression analyses were carried out using the log frequency, the neighborhood density and the mean log frequency of the target words as predictor variables. Predictor variables were entered into the regression equation with a p value of 0.05, and removed with a p value of 0.10. A separate regression analysis was performed using each viseme criterion level in each of the ORD and SGM classes. Figure 13 shows the R 2 values associated with the best fitting regression line for each viseme criterion level using ORD scores and SGM scores. The fact that the values are so low reiterates an important point about these data; they are extremely variable and noisy. Although all differences are significant with the powerful sample size used here, the speechreading process is extremely complex and the number of relevant factors is enormous. A simple picture of this phenomenon is unlikely. In addition, it is clear that, as the criterion for perceptual equivalence is relaxed, the picture becomes more complicated. Relatively little variance is accounted for by the lexical variables when a lax criterion for accuracy is used. It is only when the observer is required to make fine phonetic distinctions that lexical variables play a role in identification performance.
One interesting property of the regression analyses emerges between the 19 and 12 viseme criteria. As mentioned above, this transition seems to be special in some way. As Figure 13 shows, it is at this point that there seems to be a drastic drop in the R 2 values associated with each equation. Similarly, this change is reflected in the predictive qualities of the lexical variables in the equations, as well. The β weights associated with the lexical factors entered into the best-fitting regression equation for predicting the various measures are shown in Table 11 . Up to the 19 viseme level, the effect of these variables is consistent with those predicted by the NAM (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) : neighborhood density of the target word is negatively related to accuracy. Targets from large similarity neighborhoods are identified less accurately than those from small similarity neighborhoods. In addition, the frequency of the item is positively related to accuracy. Higher frequency words are recognized with higher accuracy than those of lower frequency. After the 19 to 12 viseme transition, however, these relationships reverse direction. In both the ORD and SGM classes of measures, density reverses its effect, if it had an effect at all, so that it is directly related to accuracy. Even more surprisingly, frequency becomes indirectly related to accuracy. The same trend, at least, is shown for the mean log neighborhood frequency.
Although further investigation needs to be conducted to determine why these changes happen at this transition point, the basic pattern can be explained in terms of the properties of the theoretical lexical similarity space in which these targets reside as it is collapsed across visually indistinguishable dimensions (Auer & Bernstein, 1997) . Recall that expected class size is the number of words expected to be visually equivalent to a target after visemic transcription. Words that are visually equivalent form equivalence classes. Although Auer and Bernstein do not discuss the issue per se, words in dense neighborhoods are going to be more likely to collapse into equivalence classes with high class sizes, because there are simply more words with the potential to be visually equivalent. This is because neighbors differ from a target word in only one phoneme. With more neighbors comes the increased possibility that, after visual transcription, the last, differing phoneme will also be considered visually equivalent. This likelihood increases as the viseme criterion is relaxed. Thus, at the most lax criteria, simply picking a response from the neighborhood of the target word will usually be sufficient for a correct response.
This pattern holds at stricter criteria as well but is not as straightforward because subtle differences in the neighborhood structure of specific words will determine whether density plays a role or not. A target word might have one neighbor that doesn't collapse into the target's equivalence class until the most lax criterion, while another might only have neighbors that collapse into the target's equivalence class at the strictest criterion. For example, the word "bat" has at least one neighbor ("cat") that remains visually distinct at all but the most lax criterion point, whereas the word "bomb" has at least three neighbors that collapse at the very first relaxation of the criterion ("mom", "mob", "bum"). Figure 13 . R 2 or percent variance accounted for by the best-fitting regression equation for accuracy using ORD and SGM scores at each of the visemic criterion levels. The predictor variables were log frequency, neighborhood density and mean log frequency of the target word.
But why would word frequency reverse its relationship with accuracy beyond the 19 to 12 viseme transition? One possible explanation of this effect may lie with the talker's implicit knowledge of word frequency and the way in which this knowledge shows up in the production of spoken words. Wright (1997) showed that vowels were more hypoarticulated (centralized) in Easy words than in Hard words. If vowels tend to be hypoarticulated in Easy words, then it may be the case that, in these words, the CVC structure of a target word is less perceptually robust than they are in Hard words. Scores at the 2-viseme level reflect the accuracy of a speechreader in perceiving only this kind of structure. The negative relationship between frequency and accuracy at the 2-viseme level may be due to the decreased distinction between consonants and vowels in Easy words. Of course, the current study does not address this problem specifically, and more work will be needed in order to confirm the validity of this hypothesis. Table 11 . β-weights associated with lexical variables in the various regression analyses. Cells marked "n/a" were not entered into the best fitting regression equation.
Measurement
Summary and Conclusions
The data reported here described in fuller detail the VO properties of the Hoosier Audiovisual Multitalker Database, a collection of isolated audiovisual spoken words. Several methods of scoring speechreading accuracy for isolated words have been proposed and the ways in which these measures are related was explored in detail. In addition, it was shown how each measure is useful for revealing different aspects of the structure contained in lipread responses to spoken words.
From the analyses above, it is evident that the stimuli in the HAVMD represent a useful sample of tokens with properties that have relevance to current issues in the perception of spoken language in visual only contexts. The 10 talkers filmed for these stimuli differ in intelligibility and their tokens can be used for further investigations into the way in which talker-specific properties of lipread speech affect the performance of speechreaders. In addition, differences in the lexical properties of the target words of the HAVMD were shown to have effects on lipreading performance, a feature that will be valuable in future studies on the way in which lexical sources of knowledge interact with perceptual processes during VO spoken word recognition.
In the course of fully describing the VO responses to identification of the tokens in the HAVMD, I have made several assumptions referred to here as the Confusability Continuum Heuristic. The CCH proposes that the underlying perceptual confusability of speech segments in VO environments is constant. The idiosyncratic confusion patterns associated with a particular talker, in a particular environment, and viewed by a particular speechreader are transformations of these underlying confusion patterns, collapsed across dimensions that do not remain distinct in such settings. Furthermore, the CCH assumes that these dimensions collapse in a hierarchical way, such that certain dimensions must collapse before others can, in all situations. Using the CCH, it is possible to describe the segmental confusion space associated with speechreading in a particular context as a point on the continuum implied by the hierarchy. In order to evaluate the data set presented here, I have assumed that the empirically motivated set of visemes presented by Auer and Bernstein (1997) represent sampling points along this hypothetical continuum.
Further work must be conducted in order to determine whether the CCH provides a workable metaphor for describing the ways in which visual confusions across settings relate to each other. A major study involving the examination of segmental confusability using multiple talkers, speechreaders and viewing conditions may be able to do this. For now, however, it seems like a reasonable heuristic, given that certain distinctions, like those between In any event, the assumptions of the CCH have revealed interesting aspects of the structure of identification responses to VO stimuli that warrant further investigation. First, it is abundantly clear that much more information is available to speechreaders in VO environments than would otherwise be thought after examining accuracy using a strict, phoneme-based metric. Granting accuracy "credit" for responses that differ from the target in ways that are imperceptible when presented VO reveals that many "incorrect" responses are in fact extremely close to the intended target. In fact, as the criterion for perceptual confusability is relaxed, accuracy scores improve steadily. Furthermore, this improvement is not due to a simple improvement in the odds of getting particular segments correct. First order scores computed using the random viseme sets, which were matched with the real visemes in the number of classes available, were consistently lower than first order scores computed using real viseme sets. Thus, improvement with relaxation of the visemic criterion reflected the fact that the relaxed viseme sets were better approximations to the "actual" information available to speechreaders. In addition, the amount by which real viseme scores were better than random scores increased as the relaxation of the visemic criterion increased, indicating that relaxations of the real viseme set were increasingly better approximations than the random viseme sets.
Another interesting result that emerged from the first order measures was the fact that the differences in accuracy observed for Easy and Hard words decreased with increased relaxation of the visemic criterion. As the requirement for fine-grained phonetic detail in responses was dropped, lexical factors did not play as much of a role in determining the accuracy of responses. This property was also observed in the regression analyses, where it was shown that, with respect to accuracy, the predictive value of word frequency, neighborhood density and mean neighborhood frequency dropped off steeply as more and more coarsely grained information was accepted as correct. In fact, some of these lexical variables reverse their effects at the more relaxed visemic criteria.
Of particular interest was the apparently critical transition in spoken word recognition between 19 and 12 visemes. The data from Auer and Bernstein's (1997) study of visually transcribed lexicons implies that some major changes occur between these two levels, with the number of unique words dropping rapidly after the 19 viseme level. It will be interesting to test in the future whether the effects found here over this transition are based on the properties of visually transcribed lexicons, and whether these properties have other effects on speechread spoken word recognition.
The different classes of measures also showed the use of partial information. The differences between accuracy calculated using the FL ("full") class and accuracy calculated using the ORD ("ordinal") and SGM ("segmental") classes demonstrated that even when the entire word wasn't perceived accurately, some proportion of the word was recognized. Furthermore, as the visemic criterion was relaxed, differences in the perceptibility of segments in a word became less and less influenced by lexical factors. This was not due to relaxation of the criterion for correct segmental identification, since the difference between real and random scores changed at different rates across the visemic criterion points for Easy and Hard words.
Finally, inter-talker differences were evident with all scoring methods, but the transitional scoring method showed most clearly that relaxations of the visemic criterion affected accuracy on different talkers to different extents. However, all of the effects mentioned above varied from talker to talker, indicating that the CCH is not a perfect metaphor for the variability inherent in various talker-speechreader systems. Clearly, no one set of visemes will suffice to describe the perceptual phonetic confusion spaces of all talkers, being observed by all speechreaders, in all conditions. The properties of different talkers and the ways in which those properties affect segmental confusability will be of great value in determining the precise nature of the information available to speechreaders.
The study of spoken word recognition in visual only contexts is still relatively unexplored and many aspects of this phenomenon await discovery. As demonstrated here, even a simple identification task can reveal much about the relevant factors involved. It is hoped that the HAVMD and the analyses above will provide useful tools in future investigations of spoken word recognition in both uni-and multi-modal contexts. FULL segments F1  F2  F3  F4  F5  M1  M2  M3  M4 Table B .1 Average FULL score accuracy for Easy and Hard words for each of the talkers at each of the viseme criterion levels. The "segments" column denotes the number of segments used in scoring. F2  F3  F4  F5  M1  M2  M3  M4 Table B .2 Average ORD score accuracy for Easy and Hard words for each of the talkers at each of the viseme criterion levels. The "segments" column denotes the number of segments used in scoring. F2  F3  F4  F5  M1  M2  M3  M4  M5  phoneme Table B .3 Average SGM score accuracy for Easy and Hard words for each of the talkers at each of the viseme criterion levels. The "segments" column denotes the number of segments used in scoring.
Appendix B
ORD segments F1
SGM segments F1
